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ABSTRACT

Minimally-actuated palm-size robots are capable of running at speeds greater than 2 meters per second (20 body
lengths per second), with leg stride rates of greater than 20 Hz. In this dynamic regime, passive stabilization is
needed for roll-and-pitch instability. However, we have found that certain roll-oscillation modes can be used for
continuous high speed turning. Other continuous turning modes have also been identified, such as modulating
foot contact location through foot compliance, and controlling differential leg velocity. For the small minimally-
actuated robots examined, the dynamically enhanced roll-steer mode showed the best turning rate, of over 8
degrees per step, but only appears at certain running frequencies. Interstride phase and velocity control appears
promising as a mode for in-plane maneuverability for under-actuated robots.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Maneuverability of small underactuated robots is an important problem and has received wide study. These
include the 6 legged RHex robots,1–4 and rapidly-prototyped palm-size robots.5–12 To examine limits of maneu-
verability, a single actuator turning robot 1Star,13–16 was studied. Even smaller robots at the several gram range
such as miniRoACH,17 and HAMR18,19 have been considered. For extra maneuverability, dynamic tails can be
used to effect turns while running.20–22 Fully articulated legged robots, with considerably more active degrees of
freedom, such as Tsujita et al. 2005,23 Scout,24 Rise,25 and StarlETH26 have a wider range of turning strategies
which are not considered here. The principles underlying legged maneuverability, particularly in the horizontal
plane, have also been extensively studied, for example Aoi et al.27 Blickan et al.,28 and Burden et al.29 Full et
al.30 Jindrich and Full31 Revzen and Gluckenheimer,32 and Spagna et al.33

A comprehensive overview of turning methods in legged robots, particularly applicable for minimally actuated
robots, can be found in McClung.34 In this paper, we look specifically at steering methods which have been
applied to 1 or 2 actuator palm-size robots, specifically OctoRoACH, 1Star, and VelociRoACH. Although these
robots have low complexity, they have achieved turn rates which are comparable to more complicated robots.

2. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTS

Turning strategies were examined in 3 robots: OctoRoACH, 1Star, and VelociRoACH. These robots are all
minimally actuated with either 1 or 2 motors on each robot.

For OctoRoACH,9 an 8 legged robot with one motor per side, leg velocity was controlled independently
on each side, with the expectation that the faster side would be on the outside of a turn (Fig. 1). Somewhat
consistent turning behavior is observed, and a gyro-based controller was used to control heading.

To examine minimally actuated steering, 1Star, a single actuator hexapedal “whegs-style” robot was con-
structed (Fig. 2a.) For 1Star,13–16 we found a novel dynamic gait to control in-plane locomotion (forward, back,
clockwise and counter clockwise rotations) of a compliant legged hexapedal robot using a single actuator. The
gait exploits the compliance disparity between alternate stance tripods, to generate rotation by controlling the
acceleration of the robot. The turning performance is shown in Fig. 2b.
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Figure 1. a) OctoRoach 8 legged robot from Pullin et al. 2012.9 b) Turning response with unsynchronized velocity control
(from9). Differential (treaded vehicle) type steering, with higher leg speed on on outside radius. (From Pullin et al.
20129).
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Figure 2. a) 1Star 1 actuator steerable robot16 b) Turning response with leg acceleration and deceleration.16

The VelociRoACH7 is a 10 cm long, 30 gram hexapedal millirobot capable of running at 2.7 m/s, making
it one of the fastest legged robot built to date, relative to scale. For VelociRoACH, we explored a family of
phase locked turning gaits where all legs of the robot move at the same speed11 (Fig. 3). These gaits are highly
periodic, allowing the vertical height and roll angle of the robot to be approximated by single harmonic sinusoidal
functions. We demonstrated that oscillations in height and roll angle determine the robots turning behavior,
and obtained a new high speed turning gait (forward velocity: 0.4 m/s, turn rate 200 degrees per second).7

The differential velocity approach to steering as shown for OctoRoach (Fig. 1), combines both phase and
dynamic uncertainty, as legs are running at the 10 to 20 Hz rate. To reduce dynamic effects, a set of experiments
was performed on VelociRoACH using 600 ms or 500 ms stride period on each side. In this way, the faster side
starts a stride with a progressive 60◦ phase advance. As can be seen in Fig. 4, certain leg phase combinations
give rise to net yaw rotation with a single stride. The third row in the plot shows the net rotation at the start of
the next 600 ms leg period. (Most likely due to construction variations, right turns were less effective than left
turns.)

It is worthwhile to compare the minimally actuated turning methods presented here with previous work.
Two metrics are considered: first, a combined running and turning metric, and second, a quasi-static metric of
turning per step. (Rapidly induced turns, such as from a dynamic tail, e.g. Kohut et al. 2012,22 can give even
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Figure 3. a) VelociRoACH in roll-oscillation turn, from Haldane et al.11 b) Example turn at 5 Hz leg drive, and 110◦

phase offset between sides.11 c) Turning response with phase difference between left and right sides.11

Table 1. Comparison of legged turning performance

Robot # Legs # Actuators ψ̇v(◦ms−2) steps/sec ◦per step

RHex1 6 6 4.2 4 2.7
X-RHex4 6 6 1.44 2.2 3.6
iSprawl34,35 6 3 50 28 1.8
Sprawlette34 6 12 18 16 2.2
OctoRoACH9 8 2 36.0 24 1.9
SailRoACH21 6 3 134 42 1.4
VelociRoACH 5Hz Turning11 6 2 29.1 10 8.6
VelociRoACH 8Hz Turning 11 6 2 82.5 16 12.9
VelociRoACH 2Hz/1.66 Hz 6 2 4.4 4 5.7
1Star16 6 1 5.5 10 2.7
miniRoach17 6 2 .045 6 14.3
HAMR19 4 6 37.5 80 1.9

higher performance while running, but here the comparison is restricted to continuous turning locomotion.) A
metric for turning performance, as noted by McClung,34 combines forward speed v with angular turning rate ψ̇:

K = ψ̇v. (1)

This metric is not scale-invariant, which gives a natural maneuverability advantage to high-speed running robots
with high turning rates, such as iSprawl.

An alternative metric is to examine the heading change per step while running. For an alternating tripod
gait at 2 Hz, there are 4 contact events per second, with one event for each tripod. This data is not reported
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Figure 4. a) VelociRoACH turning with 1.66 Hz on right side legs, and 2Hz on left side. b) VelociRoACH turning with
1.66 Hz on left side legs, and 2Hz on right side. Angle estimate is from integrated rate gyro data, and last row shows net
change for each leg cycle.

for most minimally actuated robots, but can be estimated from the average turning rate and the step rate. This
data is summarized in Table 1, where the turning rate is estimated with robots running forward, i.e. not only
turning in place. It is curious to note that turning rates are modest without much variation between robots
which range from 30 gram range to multi-kg range.

3. MODELS FOR TURNING

Although a variety of turning modes have been considered in the previous section for several underactuated
legged robots, it is striking that many robots have a similar limited turn-per-step as shown in Table 1. The table
includes quasistatic and dynamic robots with several orders of magnitude mass difference. (MiniRoACH17 has
a high turn rate per step, but its gait can be characterized as a small jump-turn more than a steady step.) To
look for similarities underlying the different gaits, the “Buehler clock” introduced in Saranli et al. 20011 maps
out phase relationships in an alternating tripod gait.

In a 6 legged robot such as RHex,1 left and right tripods of legs can controlled relatively independently. For
the minimal robots presented in the previous section, this is not the case. For VelociRoACH, one motor drives
all three legs on each side, which are controlled by the leg drive linkage such that the center and front/back legs
are 180◦ out of phase. Consider the right leg tripod (RT) composed of the right front and rear legs and the
middle left leg. The left center leg velocity in contact can only be independent of the left tripod (LT) if the left
front and rear legs are not in ground contact. For 1Star, since all legs are driven by the same motor, again the
tripods RT and LT can only be independent in the case that a single tripod of legs is in contact ith the ground.
The gear train enforces the 180◦ phase difference between left and right sides.

Given the constraints above, an equivalent “Buehler clock” is shown conceptually for 1Star, VelociRoACH
with roll oscillation, and VelociRoACH with variable velocity in Fig. 5abc. In dynamic locomotion, with a 6
legged robot, there are 26 = 64 possible combinations of leg contacts, and also body contacts with the ground. As
a simplifying assumption, we neglect body contact, and highlight only the regions of leg angles which correspond
to a tripod stance. (It might be argued that regions of operation with more than 3 legs in contact with the
ground may not be well suited for turning.) For example, if the right side legs are at 0 or 2π (front and back
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Figure 5. Timing diagram for left and right side leg phase. For the right side, 0 and 2π rad correspond to front and back
legs in center of contact. π corresponds to center leg in center of its contact. Horizontal bands show approximate extent
of contact region. The Left Tripod LT corresponds to the 2 left outer legs in contact, and right center leg, and conversely
for the Right Tripod RT. a) 1Star with one actuator driving left and right sides. b) VelociRoACH with phase offset, using
roll mode to turn. c) VelociRoACH using faster outside legs to turn.
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Figure 6. Tripod model for turning, including center leg compliance and acceleration/deceleration from Zarrouk and
Fearing (2015).16 a) Left turn. b) Right turn.

in contact), and the left side legs are at π (only center leg in contact) this is considered a right tripod stance as
noted by the RT label.

For the leg velocity profile for 1Star shown in Fig. 5a, the leg accelerates in the middle of RT (at t=0,T,...),
and decelerates in the middle of LT. This acceleration/deceleration profile gives rise to a left step as explained
in Fig. 6a. In this model, due to compliance, the left center leg (with twice the load of the outer legs), deforms,
and travels a shorter distance than the right outer legs during RT. With displacement of the left side ∆Xl, and
displacement of the right side ∆Xr, the net rotation per step is

∆θ =
∆Xr − ∆Xl

w + 2Lleg
(2)

where w is the width of the robot body, and Lleg is leg length. (For details see Zarrouk and Fearing (2015).16)
The amount of rotation per step is limited by friction at the center leg, and the dynamic simulation16 predicts
≈ 5.6◦ per step, twice the experimental value of ≈ 2.7◦ per step noted in Table 1.

For the leg velocity profile for VelociRoACH in a roll induced turn, the nominal leg phasing is shown in
Fig. 5b. In the experiment at 5 Hz in Haldane and Fearing (2014),11 the left side leads the right side by a
phase offset of 110◦. Due to dynamic effects, a roll oscillation of ±6◦ is induced, which tends to increase foot
normal loading during the contact (Fig. 7), and hence allow larger thrust forces (assuming thrust force limited
by friction). This increased normal load is presumably responsible for the impressive 8.6◦ per step, higher than
any of the other steady state turning rates in Table 1.
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Figure 7. A) A leg-spring model for a running robot, showing the effect of z height and roll on foot loading). B) Leg
forces are determined by approximating the leg as a spring and finding the net force given the kinematic variables. C)
Top view of robot, showing turning moment generated by imbalance in leg forces. (From Haldane and Fearing 201411).

The timing of the roll with respect to the foot contact phase determines whether the yaw moment is increased
or diminished. If the leg spring decompresses after middle of stance, there is increased turning moment. It is
worth noting that the phasing shown in Fig. 5b shows alternate tripods with equal velocity, not accounting for a
turning moment. As reported in Haldane,11 the phase of the roll moment with respect to the leg phase is critical
for large turning (Fig. 3), and this roll-turn effect is only seen at a few running frequencies such as 5Hz and 8
Hz.

The differential velocity mode for tank-like steering (Fig. 1c) is attractive for its simplicity. However, with
different velocities on left and right sides, phasing is in effect random, and OctoRoACH turning rates have high
variance ((Fig. 1b), and the turn per step is only 1.9◦. (VelociRoACH with 6 legs, also has difficulty with
consistent turning with the differential velocity approach.) An example leg phase plot for 1.66 Hz (right side)
and 2 Hz (left side) is shown in Fig. 5c. Due to leg phasing, a small fraction of leg contact time will be in
left or right tripod configurations. Of particular note, is that at ≈ t = T/2, both center legs are nominally in
contact, and this bipedal configuration is not statically stable, and other legs will also be in contact. As shown
in Fig. 4b, only one phase offset gives rise to a large net turn per step of 5.6◦. Comparing the OctoRoACH and
VelociRoACH at 2 Hz (Table 1) turns per step, it could be the case that many of the steps with random phase
do little to contribute to net turning.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Three strategies for turning in underactuated legged robots were examined. The roll-turn strategy, which in-
creases dynamic loading and hence foot thrust, is particularly effective from an angle per step perspective. The
one actuator 1Star robot also dynamically loads one foot preferentially, giving rise to a net turning moment.
Simple differential control of leg velocity seems to be less effective, as with feet slipping in a turn, the net thrust
forces on each side may be fairly similar. In the quasi-static case, the turning observed with differential velocity
probably relies more on stance variation, in particular, leaving regions of stable left or right tripods.

Dynamic continuous roll-enhanced turning is particularly effective, showing greater turn per step than any
of the other published continuous leg-induced steering for minimally actuated robots. (Of course, robots with
more articulated legs, e.g. StarlETH,26 have the ability to generate quasi-static kinematic turns without these
limits.) However, the VelociRoACH large steering response is limited to certain gait frequencies (e.g. 5Hz or 8z).

Control of steering in legged robots using differential velocity may be effective for turning, but only if the
relative phase of the sides can be controlled for each stride. Resetting the leg phase for each stride could reset
the turning step, or introduce extra steps with no net turning, reducing the effective turn per step. In addition,
further work needs to be done to distinguish the effects of velocity from phase offsets. For VelociRoACH, a
quasi-static target of a continuous 5◦ per step appears achievable, and would be significantly better than most
other underactuated robots have so far obtained.
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